In this paper we study sufficient conditions for a manifold M" to have I(Mn) = {0}. We also prove that if M" is a smooth manifold of dimension n, n=2 (mod 8), with w2(M")^V, then I(M")^Q.
Introduction.
In [8] Kosinski defined, for a smooth oriented closed manifold M", of I(Mn), to be the subgroup of 0™ consisting of all homotopy spheres Sn for which there exists an orientation preserving diffeomorphism from M" to Mn#zln. 0" is the group of homotopy spheres defined by Kervaire and Milnor in [6] . # stands for connected sum of two manifolds. I(Mn) is the group of inertia of M".
In §1, we give some sufficient conditions for a manifold M" to have 7(Mn)={0}. In §2, we study smooth manifolds of dimension n, n=2 (mod 8) and with m2(M)?±0 and show that I(Mn) for these manifolds does not vanish. All manifolds considered in this paper are oriented C°°m anifolds, unless otherwise stated.
Manifolds with zero groups of inertia.
In this section we give some sufficient conditions for a manifold M" in order to have /(Mn)=0.
Definition.
We say that a manifold M" satisfies property (S) if Hj(Mn, Z) is a cyclic group for all ifeO.
Theorem. Let M" be a smooth closed manifold of dimension «^7 satisfying property (S). Then if Mn imbeds smoothly in Sn+1 and bounds a simply connected region in Sn+1, then I(Mn)=0.
Proof.
Let Mn^Sn+x.
Mn separates Sn+1 into two components
A, B such that A KJ B= Sn+1; A n B = M" = bA = bB.
A, B are smooth manifolds with boundary M".
Let X* be a homotopy sphere that represents an element in /(Af"), then there exists an orientation preserving differomorphism <p:Mn #2"^ Mn.
Let B'=B#(Ii"xI) be the connected sum of B and S"x/ along bB and 2" x (0). Let rVn+l be the manifold obtained from A and B' = B#(zZnxI) by pasting M" and M"#zZn via the diffeomorphism <j>. bW=Y*n. It follows from van Kampen's theorem that W is simply connected.
We consider the Mayer-Vietoris homology sequences with integer coefficients for S"+1 and for Wn+l. manifold and hence Hn=bW is diffeomorphic to Sn, i.e. it represents the zero element in 0" [6] . This proves that I(Mn) = 0.
Corollary.
Let Mn be a smooth manifold satisfying property (S). Let T be the total space of the normal sphere bundle of Mn in Sn+k for k>n+\.
Then I(T)=0.
As an example of this situation, we have:
Corollary. Let T be the total space of the normal sphere bundle of Pnic), the complex projective space of dimension n, in Sn+k, rV>2/7+l, then I(T) = 0.
In [5] Steer and Brown proved that /(F")tí0, where Vn is the Stiefel manifold of unit tangent vectors to Sn, n odd, n?± 1,3,7. In fact /(Fn)2 02n-1(Ô7r) = the subgroup of 62"~1 consisting of those homotopy spheres that bound parallelizable manifolds. Since S7 is parallelizable, V^S^xS* and by the Theorem, /(F7)=0. We show next that this is a special case of a more general situation, namely:
Corollary.
Let M" be a simply connected manifold satisfying property (S), and M is parallelizable, then if T2n~x is the total space of the tangent sphere bundle ofMn, (T2n'x^MnxSn-x), /(F2n"1)=0.
Proof.
It is enough to show F imbeds in S2n since F satisfies (S).
Imbed Mn in S2n. The obstruction to the triviality of the normal bundle of Mnc:52" lies in ker/"nker in where
is theF-homomorphism, and
is the map induced by the inclusion of 5*0,, in SO. But ker/nOker /"=0, which implies that the normal bundle of Mn<=-S2n is trivial, and hence the tangent sphere bundle which is diffeomorphic to MnxSn~1 imbeds in S2". We recall that the mod 2 semicharacteristic of an odd dimensional manifold M2"-1 is defined to be 2¿=o ^o where b{ is the rank of the mod 2 homology group H,(M, Z2).
Theorem (Adams-Kervaire).
Let M be a closed W-manifold. (i) When M is even dimensional, M is parallelizable if and only if its Eu 1er characteristic is zero.
(ii) When M is odd dimensional, M is parallelizable if and only if either its dimension is 1, 3,1, or its mod 2 semicharacteristic is even.
For a proof, see [7] . Using this theorem, we get Corollary. Let Mn be a simply connected H-manifold satisfying property (S). Ifn is even, assume the Euler characteristic is zero. Ifn is odd, «t^I, 3, 7, assume the mod 2 semicharacteristic is zero. Then the group of inertia of the tangent sphere bundle of Mn is zero.
Corollary.
The group of inertia of the tangent sphere bundle of Vn is zero.
Manifolds with nonzero groups of inertia.
In this section we give some sufficient conditions on a closed connected smooth manifold in order to have the group of inertia contain more than one element. Before stating the main theorem we recall some well-known facts.
Let £ be a universal spin (%k) bundle, let 0(£), S(£) be the total spaces Mspin8fc)^Í2rn where 0^pm is the nth spin cobordism group. Moreover, for «^0 (mod 4), Qs""in is finite. Let
be the map which assigns to each element S" e 0" its cobordism class in Qs/m. Let Kn=kernel Pn. The proof of the following proposition is in [2] ; see also [9] .
Proposition. For r= 1, 2 mod 8, r>2, the image of the homomorphism We now proceed to prove that the homotopy spheres represented by the pn lie in I(Mn) for every l-connected manifold with m2(AF')#0, n = 2 mod 8. We start by recalling some results of Novikov [10] .
Let M" be a closed manifold; T(vyf) be the Thorn space of the normal bundle of M"c=5"1+A for A' large. There exists a natural map k:Sx-*T(yM) induced by an inclusion of a fiber.
Let M" be a manifold tangentially equivalent to M". Put 5(M") = the set of all homotopy classes aeIl"+v (F) for which there exists a representative/« fx:S"+N^T (vM) such that/, is transverse regular to M<= T(vAI), f~x(M)=Mx and/a|M, is the tangential equivalence between Mx and M.
For any homotopy sphere 2", Kervaire and Milnor in [6] defined P(Zn)<^Ylsn to be the set of all homotopy classes in n^ which can be obtained from all possible framings of E"sSB+,ar, using the ThomPontriagin construction. Taking M= Mx, we have Lemma (Novikov) [10] . /J(M"#2")^£(M")+£*£ (£") where k*.
nn+jv(5A)-»■IIn+jv(7') is the map induced from k.
Corollary.
Assume there exists an element y e F(2n) such that k*y=0, then there exists a homotopy sphere 2™ G 6n(dv) such that 2"#2?g/(M").
Let a e B(Mn) be a "normal invariant" of Mn. It follows from the assumption and the last lemma that a is also a normal invariant of MnjfLn. Now by a theorem of Browder-Novikov, if two manifolds correspond to the same normal invariant, they are diffeomorphic modulo 6n(dir) [10] .
Lemma. Let Mn be a {-connected closed manifold, n = 2 mod 8, n>2. Assume oj2(Mn)^0. Let T=T(vM), the Thorn space of the normal bundle of M in Sn+N. Then k#pn=0, where the p" are Adams elements.
Proof. Since II1A/={1}, and w2(A/")^0, there exists a sphere S2 imbedded in Mn with nontrivial normal bundle (in fact with a characteristic class a, the nonzero element of Ylx(SOn_2)=Z2).
The normal bundle v of Mn^Sn+!k, when restricted to S2, is just EN-n+2<x=the iterated suspension of a. Put ß = Ex+7,+2a e Y\x(SOx). If T0 is the Thorn space of ß, we have T0£ T. But, by the definition of the /-homomorphism we have T0 = SN uJß DN+\ Jß e UX+X(SN) = Til Let/:S*4""-*-S be a representative of p". Adams defined p"=pS!l+2 to be •¡ÎPtei-i where r¡ is the generator of Wx. Therefore we have the following diagram.
Since Jß=rj, i ° íj~*, and y ° / °/~*. Thus, k*pn=0. Remark. The lemma remains true if UXM^(\) and II2(A/)tî0 but H2UX, the second homology group of Tix, vanishes. This is enough to guarantee the existence of an imbedded S2 <= M in each homology class of H2M.
Proof of the "only if" part of the main theorem. Let Sn be a homotopy sphere represented by pn, by the Thom-Pontriagin construction. The results of [2] imply that 2" does not bound a spin manifold (see also [9] ) and 2" ^ kr. By the last lemma and previous corollary there existŝ edn(dn) so that S"#Sr e I(Mn). But for n even, 0"(a7r) = O [6] ; and so X" e 7(Mn.).
This completes the proof of the theorem.
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